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Review Committee and Observers

• Committee:

• Bernhard Auchmann (PSI/CERN), Stefania Farinon 

(INFN-GE), Patrick Janot (CERN), GianLuca Sabbi 

(LBNL), John Seeman, Chair (SLAC), Massimo Sorbi 

(MI.INFN), Holger Witte (BNL), Akira Yamamoto (KEK) 

• Observers:

• Laurent Brunetti (CNRS LAPP), Angeles Faus-Golfe 

(CNRS), Roberto Losito (CERN), Vittorio Parma (CERN), 

Luigi Pellegrino (INFN), Manfred Wendt (CERN) 
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FCCee IR Magnet Review Agenda (April 4)
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Review Charge Questions: (F. Zimmermann, T. Raubenheimer)

Charge Question #1: 
The review should evaluate the requirements of the IR 
quadrupoles and compensating solenoids.
o The review will include the overall dimensions, angular stay-clear, 

magnetic fields including correction coils with frequency response, 
quadrupole/solenoid technology, operation temperature, apertures, 
alignment and stability, heat loads, and availability.

Charge Question #2: 
Concepts and initial engineering considerations would also be 
discussed for implementation of the magnets and cryostat. 
o The review will include concepts for the windings, correction coils, 

beampipe, supports, cryostat and feedthroughs, alignment, stabilization, 
cooling, and access and maintenance.
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High Level Requirements and Detector Needs 
(M. Boscolo, INFN Frascati)
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High Level Requirements (Cont) (M. Boscolo, INFN Frascati)
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Committee: High Level Recommendations for FCCee Requirements

• Carry out an optimization study to establish (or document 
an already existing study) whether The FCCee L* could 
be increased or decreased without affecting substantially 
the performance. 

• Provide a complete analysis of FCCee tolerance 
requirements and specifications of the various IR 
subsystems. 

• Proceed with the mechanical analysis of the FCCee 
detector solenoid to be coupled with the magnetic and 
mechanical analysis of the IR magnet system. 
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Requirements: Optics, Fields, L*, Vibration (K. Oide, CERN)
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Committee: High Level Recommendations for FCCee Optics

• The FCCee design parameters of the all the magnets 
should be made clearer. The magnets should not only be 
studied in the standalone configuration, but the complete 
assembly of the magnetic system should also be given.

• The actual 3D magnetic field maps of the measured IR 
magnets should be passed to the beam dynamics 
studies. 

• Include axial and radial coupling of individual FCCee 
magnets in terms of cross-talk, load line, mechanics, and 
protection concept. 
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CCT Final Quadrupole Design, Prototype, 
Cryostat, Quench Performance 

(M. Koratzinos, MIT)
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Committee: High Level Recommendations for FCCee Magnets

• Ascertain whether additional SC corrector circuits are required for 
the FCCee IR in order to correct for the various sources of field 
distortions.

•
• Study whether there can be a redesign of the compensation solenoid 

(smaller OD compensation solenoid) that leaves more room for 
engineering of heat shields, cryostat, etc. 

• Make a preliminary assessment of the direct coil winding method 
(BNL), with pros and cons compared to the CCT technique.  

• Derive a worst-case for the FCCee IR cryogenic system from the 
individual sources of heat loads in different operational scenarios. 
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SuperKEKB IR Magnet System (Norihito Ohuchi, KEK)
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High Level Recommendations from SuperKEKB for FCCee

• Document the constraints on the FCCee IR magnets 
coming from the 100 mrad cone requirement, and 
solutions to satisfy them (or lack thereof). 

• Document all FCCee IR heat sources that affect the 
beam pipe magnet system in a systematic manner, in 
order to accurately evaluate the total (normal and 
cryogenic) heat loads including radiative Bhabha 
scattering. 
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EIC IR Magnet Design (Holger Witte, BNL) 
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High Level Recommendations for FCCee from EIC 

• Determine if the designs of the FCCee IR magnets need to 
incorporate the potential of up to a 1.5% difference in the two 
beam energies (depending on the IP and on the center-of-
mass energy). 

• Include in the FCC-ee baseline design all fundamental aspects 
of system integration in relation to magnetic analysis 
(operational margins, field quality); mechanical analysis 
(forces, mechanical support); quench protection and failure 
modes. 

• Check whether the FCCee magnet field stability criteria can be 
relaxed given operational experience at SuperKEKB and 
RHIC.
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Alignment (L. Watrelot, CNAM)
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High Level Recommendations for FCCee Alignment

• Specify the boundary conditions about couplings 
(mechanical, magnetic, ...) between FCCee detector and 
IR magnet systems. 

• Establish if beam tuning or corrections in the FCCee can 
be used to relax some of the interaction region 
tolerances. 

• Develop a strategy for and study the feasibility of 
suspending (with wires) the FCCee IR compensating 
solenoid and connecting the two halves of the beam pipe. 
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Summary of FCCee IR Magnet Review

• The review committee wishes to thank the FCCee project and all the  
presenters for interesting and informative discussions.

• Review general overall highlights:

• The cone angle between FCCee accelerator and detector of 100 mrad
should be optimized given all the constraints on both sides.

• All the FCCee mechanical, electrical, and field tolerances should be 
studied as an integrated group and loosened as much as is possible.

• All the various magnetic fields and SC correctors in the cryostat for the 
FCCee need to be studied together along with the main coils for field 
quality, compatibility, and constructability.

• The mechanical and heat designs of the FCCee cryostats should be 
taken to the next level.


